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“Installation was quick and easy.
Then after we were vandalized,
removal and replacement was
just as easy. LLumar saved us a
costly window replacement.”
—James H., Maintenance Engineer
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P r ot e c t i v e
WINDOW FILM

Prevent Permanent Damage with a Cost Effective Solution

Explore LLumar protective film
benefits and options online at
www.llumar.com.

M

any cities in the world are experiencing
the growing problem of vandals
tagging glass and other surfaces in
public places using mechanical etching
tools, acid and paint. Graffiti can cost
building owners, transport companies and
tenants many thousands of dollars in annual
clean up and repair costs. While LLumar®
Anti-Graffiti Film won’t prevent taggers
from leaving their mark, it does help prevent
permanent damage.

Reduce the Cost of Graffiti Removal
LLumar Anti-Graffiti Film, a part of the
LLumar Protective Film Series, is now the
front-running solution
to cost-effectively
mitigate damage.
These specially
designed films, nearly
invisible once installed,
provide a removable,
sacrificial surface that
can reduce or eliminate
the need for expensive
glass replacement. A
single replacement of
just one window can
easily exceed ten or
twenty times the cost
of film installation.

Simply Remove the “Tagged” Film
Whether applied to vertical or sloped glass,
mirrors or stainless steel, installation and
replacement by professionally trained staff is
quick and easy, avoiding the disruption caused
by window replacement. When vandals strike,
the film is simply removed along with the tags
revealing the unspoiled glass surface ready for
the replacement sacrificial film.
24/7 Protection
LLumar Anti-Graffiti Film offers around the clock
protection for nearly every type of business or
location:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Malls
Buses
Office Buildings
Subways
Retail Stores
Mass Transit
Systems
• Movie Theatres

• Display Cases
• Bathroom Stalls
and Mirrors
• Glass Enclosures
• Elevators and
Stairwells
• Marble Facades

Factory Backed Warranty
As the world’s largest manufacturer of window
films, Solutia stands behind its LLumar AntiGraffiti Film with a factory-backed warranty.

Durability and Performance
Our products:
• Feature a patented, crystal clear scratchresistant coating, the industry’s toughest and
most durable coating on polyester films.
• Contain a special mounting adhesive that
allows the film to be easily removed and
replaced without adhesive residue.
• Are easy to clean and maintain with everyday
household cleaning products.
• Offer optimum clarity without distortion – so
clear that vandals won’t even know that it’s
there!

